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FOREWORD

This paper wds prepared by the Technical Programs Division,

Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board, as a brief review

of selected concepts involved in characterizing the hazards of

fragment-producing ammunition. Emphasis is placed on the effects

from stores of ammunition which may detonate massively, such that

the fragment field is potentially relatable to that fron a sintle

weapon detonated in isolation.

The present review of fragmenL hazards, though neither exhaustive

nr-*r conclusive, is intended to stimulate discussion of the subject in

order to accelerate improvement ir! the classification and characterization

of these hazards. Accordingly, critical comments on this subject and

suggestions of alternate approaches w11 be welcomed.

P. F. KLEIN
CapLain, USN
Chai nnan

Iuly 1975
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PREFACE

Methods for determining the initial velocity and mass distri-

butions of fragments from effectiveness tests of explosive bombs

and projectiles are reviewed briefly. The influence of the prox-

imity of weapons to each other on the properties of fragments

emitted from a stack is discussed. Techniques for calculating the

ballistic trajectories of fragments considering atmospheric drag

and gravity forces are outlined.

.:jury criteria in current use are compared, and a simple pro-

cedure ff -" •sLimating injury probability as a function ot distance

"From Lh... .,.:plosiorn point is suggested. When val itned 1w Lvsts

desiýnt..6 ior this purpose, the procedure may prjvide a rational

;,nsis for treating the hazards from fragment-producing ammlunition.

/
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FRAGMENT AND DEBRIS HAZARDS

i•. ~~I " i' PuDVC'T i N

rhe analysis of fragment and debris hazards is considerably less

U(veloiped Lhna techniques for predicting blast damage from detonation

o a yuant•ly ojf explosive material. Generally, while i he effecLs of

:1,2las may hi. treated deterministically, the investigation of fragment

efieCL, re'-ire-s a probabilisLic approach. The reason for this is thaL

thc :ac:.Lio= process involves a degree of randomness in the phe-

noiienoi; of lracLure of metal case material surrounding the bursting

charge. Pence Lhe resultink fragment mass distributions cannot be

predicted trom an underlying elementary theory, and variations are to

be expected in successive firings under ostensibly identical conditions.

Moreover, piven the random nature of the breakup of case material, and

hence of the ballistic properties of fragments, terminal ballistic

r aia:euers :,uch as the impact distance and velocity will also exhibit

(-LatisLical variations. The tLrminal ballistic properties in turn

-iecermine hazard levels.

Tri whaL follows, the elements considered in the analysis of fragment

hazards are outlined and, where possible, approximate relationships are

given which may be helpful in estimating fragment hazards.

WiO•)Al RA;L-iiENTATiON

"Ihe fca•,ments emiLted from detonation of a single weapon are char-

acteri 'ed !y the disji Lhution of their number with respecl to fragment

;aas:, and ,y Lheir iml niL : velociLies. iloth Lhe mass di. i'ibut ion and

http://www.abbottaerospace.com/technical-library


Lhf. velocity are functions of polar angle measured I rom Olh nose of a

munition as.umed to be axially symmetric, such as a bomb or projectile.

Arena resting

The distribution of number of fragments with respect to fragment

mass, and their velocities, are determined experimentally by static

detonation of single weapons in an arena of witness panels and recovery

boxes containing material in which fragments are trapped. and from which

they can be separated.I* Screening or magnetic separation techniques are

used if the recovery medium consists of loose material such as sawdust.

fiberboard bundles or card packs, if used as fragment traps. are about

a meter thick. They require disassembly and a tedious process of fragment

extraction.

A plan view of a fragment test arena is sketched in Figure 1.

Assuming an axially symnetric weapon detonated with its e". horizontal

at the mid-height of the rectangular arena, it is evident tha. zones

defined by intervals of polar angle will be projected as generally curved

bands on the arena panels. Therefore the panels can be considered to

receive fracutional samples of the fragments emitted from the respective

polar zores of the weapon. The sample ratio is determined from elementary

geometric considerations, assuming rotational symmetry and assuming further

that fragi:ie-nts travel in straight lines over distances of the order of

arena diiu..:.ions. The arena radius is usually designed to be about 4 rn/kg1 !3

Superccr ;,t numerals designate appended references.
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-.. ,-..,-, • x ..

4.-aled by the quantity of explosive in the weapon under test. At this

JISLance the blast pressure is about 0.7 bars.

Average fragment velocity in traversing the arena radius is deter-

•td by high-speed motion-picture photography of the exterior of the

arena. 5asea on the time interval between the light of detonaLion and

the fiash caused by fragments in perforating panels of aluminum alloy

or jild steel less than 1 mm thick. Alternatively, the holes may be

illuminated by photoflash bulbs enclosed between the panels and aluminum

;oil sheets serving as reflectors. The initial velocities of fragments

in each polar zone are determined by correcting tht. measured average

velocities Ior the effect of atmospheric drag over the distance traversed

!y the fragmnents (the arena radius) during the measured time interval.

ra-nents extracted from the recovery medium in each polar zone arv
• ..:(hee individually and classified into groups defined by weight intervals

.lecified in advance. Automatic systems have been developed to assist this

r.,IorL. Earlier methods involved the use of standard-mesh sieves and

aLpproxiraate relationships between average weight in a weight group and its

correlatiol, with sieve siize.

jMass DiitLributibn

I L j. convenjenL to•v ,'presenLt f ragnmetet mass data in the toerm of the

-. .... c' w :;,tributioi, of the numbhe" I oL f tagments individually heavier

nann m:.. as a function of m. Such a function may be dtLtrmined directly

ror ,e e',:ririernLal resultS obtailnel by arena testing. An analytic

.:.',rpres',ion ,.i;),ironly used -o approximate such data is the Nett distribution:2

/- , e:..p . (2m/nio) 1/2)

3
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where MT.is the total mass of all the fragments, and mo is the average

fragment mass. Sternberg3 recently observed that the formula gives a

reasonably good fit of the results from uncapped steel cylinders only

in a central portion of the fragment mass range. On the other hand,

the expression may simply be regarded as a two-parameter fit of fragment

data, the values being chosen to fit best the range of fragment mass of

greatest interest. Table 1, taken from Sternberg, 3 lists the average

weight M of fragments weighing more than 1 grain (15.4 grains = I gram)

from tests with uncapped, cold-rolled steel cylinders. For most explo-

sives this average is about 1 gram.

As will be noted later, it appears that fragments from stacks of

'amnunition have generally coarser mass distributions than from single

units detonated in isolation. Moreover, the largest fragments will be

the most efficient ballistically. At distances of practical interest in

the context of safety, therefore, it is the coarse end of the fragment mass

distribution which will be of greatest concern. A distribution of the Mott

form given above, but limited to representing the high-mass end of the

fragment spectrum determined by tests, may be useful for summarizing and

reporting fragment data, and in subsequently analyzing hazard levels.

Initial Ve~locity

The initial velocity can be determined from the average velocity

obtained photographically from the time for fragments to traverse the arena

radius in an arena test. Although a range of fragment velocity may be

observed from fragments arriving successively at a witness panel in a given

polar zone, in practice only a single value of velocity is usually reported

4
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for each zone. This is because it is generally not practicable to

observe specific fragments, to determine their velocities individually,

and subsequently to recover them for analysis of their ballistic properties.

ro obtain such information experimentally would require exceptionally

sophisticated procedures.

W1hen it is not: possible to make velocity measurements in fragmentation

e:.:perimenLy the velociLy of fragments may be estimated from a formula

credited to Gurney. 4 The basis for the relationship is an analysis of

the dilation of a cylindrical or spherical shell under the action of inter-

nal gas pressure. This represents the expansion of detonation product gases

under the assumption of uniform but time-varying pressure and density, and

a linear vwlocity profile, as in the classical Lagrange problem of interior

ballistics. 5 The result of the analysis is the formula

V2 = 2E I(M/C - n/(n r 2))

where (2E) 1 12 is the Gurney velocity, a constant for a given explosive.

M.!/C is the mOLal-tLo-charge weight ratio, and n = 1, 2, or 3 for plane,

cylindrical. and spherical symmetry. Figure 2, taken from Kennedy 5 , is a

plot of this- expression and of the formula for an asynmmetric plane case as

well. Table 2, taken from Jacobs 6 , is a recent compilation of values of

V = (2E) 1 /2 from analysis of measurements in experiments conducted at the

Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) and at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL).

Stack EffecLý:

"'hr(r arc_-re sLron, i ndi cal- ions thaL Lho f'rag.mentation ch;1tacLcri sLics

of sLLack.• ,)f weapons difvi L ; ignificantly r -o(m Lhosc of n s.ingloe unit

5
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detonated in isolation. In general, large fragments are relatively

more numerous than from a single unit. The effect is apparently more

p ronounced for weapons with small charge-to-metal ratios (artillery

projectiles) 7 ' 8 than for demolition bombs. 9 In addition, the velocity

of the leading fragments from a stack of projectiles has been observed

to be Ps much as twice the value for a single projectile. 1 9

The coarsening of the mass distrilbution at distances of interest in

the context of safety is possibly due in part to the proximity of adjacent

weapons in a closely-packed stack. The radius of an isolated cylindrical

case of mild steel filled with explosive will dilate to about twice its

initial size before venting occurs. 6 Mechanical interference between units

in a stack will necessarily affect the breakup of the cases. Secondly,

initiation of detonation of successive units may be imperfect, being

communicated oy the shock of case impact. Finally, atmospheric drag acts

Lo filter small fragments preferentially fromn the mass distribution as the

distance from the source increases.' The effects of close packing in a

stack on the mass distribution and on the initial velocities of fragments

must be deLermined experimentally.

FRAGMENr BALLISTICS

If the mass distribution and the velocity of fragments at the source

are known, it is possible to estimate fragment number densities and veloc-

ities at impact from an analysis of fragment trajectories. Gravity may

have a sivoificant influence on the trajectories of fragments which travel

large di:-.t.,,ce.s from the source.

http://www.abbottaerospace.com/technical-library


Ballistic Properties

Parameters which determine the retardation of fragment velocity in

air include Lhe fragment mass, initial velocity, mean presented area, and

drag coefficient. The drag force acting on a fragment is proportional to

the mean presented area. This area is the average silhouette area projected

on a plane normal to the trajectory direction. It can be determined by

measurements on recovered fragments using an apparatus known as an icosa-

hedron gage. The gage consists of a light source, collimating and con-

deiising Lenses, a crossed wire support for the fragment, and a light level

detector. The projected ai'ea is measured by means of the light obscured

by the fragment in the collimated beam in 16 equally spaced orientations,

and the average is taken as the mean presented area. Alternatively, for

preformed geometrically regular fragments such as cubes or nearly cubic

parallelepipeds whose surface area is known or readily calculated, use can

be made of the property that, for a closed surface which is everywhere convex,

the mean presented area is one-fourth the surface area.

If the fragments from a given weapon are assumed to be geometrically

similar, the mass m and presented area A are related by M = kA3 1 2 . Values

(f k, called a shape factor or ballistic density, may be deLen uined from

• ;:i;L and presenLed arva me:asurements on fragments reeovered from tests of

Parzicular wuapons. AJLhou,;h Lhe value of k differs fromc one weapon to

another, fo- forged steel projuctiles and fragmuentaLion bombs the average

value of 660 ;rains/in. 3 (2.E0 glcm3 ) has been recommended, while for dem-

olition bo;;:,Is the value 590 •.rains/in. 3 (2.33 g/cIn3 ) has been applied.

7
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In contrast, for steel cubes and spheres the values are 1080 and 1490-

grains/in.' based on the density of steel and on the property governing

010 mean projected area of closed convex surfaces.

The drag pressure acting on a fragment is assumed to follow a

velo:ity-squared law. The retarding force on the fragment is therefore

propoctional to the product of the mean presented area and the square of

the velocity. The dimensionless coefficient of proportionality, the drag

coefficient, is determined experimentally as a function of Mach number by

firing fragments recovered from detonation tests from a smooth-bore launcher,

and observing the decrease of velocity with distance. 1 0 A plot of drag

coefficient CD against Mach number appears in Figure 3. Its variation

,1tLh Mach njm'ber between subsonic ard supersonic speeds is seen to be

rathe:r ,uodtst despite a peak near the sound s;r.ed. A useful approximation

foc many ap•Alications Is to take the .drag coefficient aw constant at its

supers.,iic value of 1.28.

rMAj,_Lory Analysis

l.•• ",)Lion of a fragment through air under the action of drag and

:raviLy ;orces is governed by nonlinear eqJation3 which cannot be solved

analytically. lf the force of gravity is neglected, however, the equation

of moL.on can be inLe.rated in the case of a constant drag coefficient to

11i-.. ,,eocily v a, ; :.imple expoa.ntial iunction of distance R from

8
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where (tie parameter L is defined by

L 2(k 2 m) 1 /3 /C:p

if we assume geometrically similar fragments whose presented area and

mass are related by the shape factor k defined previously, where p is

the atmospheric density. The parameter L represents the distance in which

the fragment velocity drops to l/e of its initial value. It can be

written as

1. = Liml/3

WJhere Ll is the corresponding distance for a unit Mass. For

k = 2.6 g/cm3 and CD = 1.28, we find that L, = 247 rn/kgl/ 3 in air at

standard conditions.

A method has been developed for solving the full equations of motion

of a fragment, considering the effects of both drag and gravity. 1 1 An

approximate local solution was obtained by splitting the incremental dis-

placement component along the path into two parts, one a basic solution

sat'isf'y'ing Lhe equation of motion with gravity absenL, and the other a

pcrturbation satisfying the set of linearized residual equations. This

ar'ounts to regarding gravity as a perturbing effect on the straight tra-

jectory which results when atmospheric drag alone is considered.

The p,.:'turbation solution has been used both as Lhe basis for a

riurerical integration of the trajectory equations with velocity-dependent

drag cv,:fi4 ient, and as an approximaLe solution for complete trajectories

with ,•1w an•,les of launch. The results for distance and velocity at impact

depe.nt, f,, iu. raLio of the Lerminal velocity in free tall. (gl)1/2, to

Lh,: iri:ii l velociLy V, where g is the acceleration of gravity.

http://www.abbottaerospace.com/technical-library


Integration of the full equations of motion for a variety of initial

conditions 1 2 has shown that the velocity at impact can be estimated from

the exponential relation obtained neglecting gravity for launch angles

less than a few degrees, and that it is never far below the terminal

velocity in free fall for all greater launch angles. This suggests that.

as a fir3,t approximation, the velocity can be calculated from the pravity-

free exponential formula in the near ffeld where it gives values greater

than the terminal velocity in free fall, and that it can be taken as the

free-fall velocity at all larger distances.

Frment Number Density

The probability of striking a target at any given position w111 be

c-.teromined by the areal density or flux of fragments through the target

area projected on a plane normal to the fragment trajectories at impact.

When gravity effects are considered, nujerical techniques miat be utilized

even with simplifying assumptions regarding atmospheric drag, and the mass

distributLio, of the fragmen's. Ifgravity is ignored, however, the fragment

flux Loll':.s an inverse-square law With distance. Assuming the M4ott dis-

ýribu:.ioa iur naumber of fragments with respect to mass, th e areal density

q of f•,.ien-.s of individual mass greater than m. on a surface normal to

ýhe ray at distance R, is given by

q = (qo/R 2 ) exp (-(2r!!me)I/2)

where Q0 is the total number of fragments per unit solid angle6ritted by

Lhe so-;'ce in the direction of the target. In this approximation, consid-

r.ralr,:, nof .hc- influence of gravity will extend to its effect on impact

",,,.aJ .t w.,,: , the termiinal direction of the trajectory.

10
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lOased on a study of the results of fragment collection and weight
•16

"A• analysis from large test explosions of mass-detonating ammunition, Fuglso1

c€hservt.d LhaL only the weapons on the sides and top of a rectangular stack

4i appear Lo contribute to the far-field areal density of hazardous fragments.

He r,.comnaended that the effective value of Qo, the number of fragments

emitted per unit solid angle from a stack of weapons, be estimated by

X r;,ul'iplying the value for a single unit by the number of effective weapons

IN. in turn ,obtained as

NE = 0.9,4S + 0.I;aT

for a stack in the open, or

"N 0.7NS + 0.1•r

for the same stack in an earth-covered magazine, where K; and NT are the

numbers ol weapons in the top layer and on the side of the ,tick facing the

direcrIon -L interest, respectively.

HAZARD CR1 iRIA

r.wmt1'L hazard levels are determined in terms of two criteria applied

.oin.ily. One is the fragment density, on which the probability of striking

a Largrt dr-pends. The other, an injury criterion, determines whether

injury occu,,s in the event of a srrike.

Str 3. ro habilit~y

;'h,. :,,hability of impact by one or more IragatonLs of mass greater

!htlm i,, • eadily calctilated if the corresponding Ircal dnsiLy q is known.

!h(! iipqacpi )ioces.S is assumed t.o b, t:niformly randoam in the neighborhood

tt Lh,. pol-,t of initerest. That is. impacL is equally likely on all equal

11
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;Jl ellielit:. (of are it) Elie Vi Uj liLy 4)f Lhe point. IL follows that. tlhe

piuiliai,i Iy L) of impact on a targ4et of area A,. by one or more fragment.

v:" uiabs greaLer than in is given by

p - I - exp(-qAT)

wtlere m( is a function of m as discussed in the preceding section. For a

sLandirg mai facing the explosion and taking no evasive actioa, a conserv-
aively Iar;,c value of 6.2 ft2 (0.58 mz) has been recommended for the

S:ce~ any functioti of the motion that is usable as a physically

~.. :•;. c injury criterion, such as ýhe impact energy, will increase with

Liicreasing mass, the probability of impact by one or more fragments of

m~ass m greater than that corresponding to the injury threshold gives the

probability of injury directly. The areal density of injurious fragments

,, ,,ed acceptable under current U.S. standards, (11603)f L2, corresponds

La an. . jur.. probal ilit y of about I percent.

i2a..rv' Criteria

A vari:ey of functions of mass and velocity at impacL have been

, :n.pcc.,c a. injury criteria.14, 1 5  In current U.S. expleive s.afety standards,

,value ol .inetic 4Lnergy at impact of 58 ft-lb (79 joul.s) or more defines

aa.,a.raouý fragment. ibis appears to correspond to incapacitation in most

,'xpocjure, c'.vur a range of fragment. mass I rom a few grams to several kilograms.

An•other crnierion, one of skin penetration, 1 5 involves the frontal area as

well ;I% L• & ass an;d. velociLy. These injury criLeria are plotted in Figure 4.

-4At IIfr wi' i Curves, of the Lvri:iinal vt-lcociLy i1/ f2't* , aII. S.LAI.)!12

1 2
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"The skin peretration curves (labeled JHEM• in -the figure) and the

free-fall velocity curves depend on the shape factor k. They are shown

for k = ,2.37 g/cm3 , an average value for naturally formed fragments from

boi,,bs and projectiles, and for twice this value, representing fragments

that are more efficient ballistically. Fugelso16 found that the higher

value of k is needed to account for the fragments of least mass collected

at various distances from large test explosions 7-9, and is consistent with

qualiLative observations of the characteristics of the collected fragments.

For this higher value of k, LI = 369 a/k' 1 / 3 .

It may be noted In Figure 4 that the DDESU impact energy criterion is

nore conservative than the skin penetration criterion for fragments heavier

than about 0.2 kg, and less conservative for lighter fragments. It may

also be noted, however, that fragments heavier than about 0.1 kg striking

at their terminal velocity in free fall would be judged Individually

hazardous under any of the injury criteria shown.

Suggested Procedure

The following procedure is tentatively suggested for purposes of

estimating the fragment hazard from Stacks of mass-detonating aamunition:

I. Obtain the Gurney velocity for the explosive filler from Table 2

and calculate the initial fragment velocity V from the Gurney formula with

1/-2 fu: approximately cylindrical bombs or projectiles.

2. E•.imatu Qo, the number of fragments emitted from the stack per

unit solid angle. based on the number of effective weapons in the stack

and the valiue of Qo from a single weapon in the direction of interest

(usually tiu. direction perpendicular to the weapon axis',.

13
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3. In the absence of data obtained directly from tests with stacks

or clusters' of wapons, take the average mass mo to be the same as for

an individual weapon,obtained by fitting a Mott distribution to single-

weapon arena data, emphasizing the coarse end of the mass spectrum.

A~sýume, however, a shape factor k of 1200 grains/in. 3 (4.74 *./cm3) to

account for the greater ballistic efficiency of fragments frow, stacks

rf weapons.

4. L.. Ecr be the critical level of kinetic energy at impact which

defines a hazardous fragment. Determine the mass of the lightest hazardous

fragment reaching a specified distance R either from the solution of

2Ecr : mV2 exp (-2R/LlmI/ 3 )

or from the solution of

2 Ecr 7 gLlm4 /3

whichever gives the smaller value of m. In the former case the terminal

energy of a fragment of mass m in free fall is less than Ecrr while in

the latter case it is greater. Wir;' the values Ecr - 7P joules and k

4.74 g/cml. it can be been from Figure 4 that the transiLion occurs for

m - 0.046 k!, approximately.

3. Calculate the areal density of frailAZnts heavier thin m reaching

dir;tarice i' from the inverse-square law:

- /R2) exp (-(2m/me)l/2)

Alr€-r•ivILy, to derfrmine the distaice ii within which a critical density

('cr oi hazardous fragments is exceeded, set q = qcr in the above expression,

and solv: i, for IR and m, simultaneously with each 'i the Lwo energy expressions

v.i, , tLilr precedinrg Ls, . ) ii turn. The desired rsti•nLt will l'e the larger

of the Lwo values of R so obtained.
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6. Determine the injury probability p at any distance R from

p = I - exp(-qA.)

with AT= 0.58 m2 . For small values of q, p = qAT approximately.

The foregoing procedure can readily be adapted for use with an

injury criterion other than impact energy, or to an improved treatment

of trajectory ballistics. Its overall validity remains to be confirmed

by comparison with the results of suitable tests designed for this purpose.

DEI1,IS HAZARDS

Compared with the highly developed techniques for evaluating the

effectiveness of fragmentation weapons, the rational lusis for predicting

hazards from secondary fragments such as magazine structure debris and

crat-'r ejecta from accidental explosions is much less extensive. The

debi.,.s produced by a structure surrounding the explosion source will be

specific to the building considered. In general, however, such fragments

will not be propelled as far as the primary fragments from weapon cases,

nor will they usually have as high a level of impact energy as primary

fragments reaching the same distance. This is because I,,etal case material

in contact with explosive is accelerated far more efficiently than less dense

materials and materials separated from the driving explosive by air gaps.

InhabiLed buildings exposed to the effects of accidental explosions

may be damaged sufficiently to constitute a hazard to occupants from the

debris produced. At best, the risk to occupants can only be inferred from

the level oi damage to the building. At commonly accepted inhabited building

distances the blast overpressure is of the order of 1 psi. Wilton1 7 has

15
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correlated wood frame house damage with pressure, and found that this

level of loading results in damage to the building costing about 5 percent

of the building value to repair. Significantly, the damage is mostly

superficial, consisting of window glass breakage, cracked plaster, and

damage to fixtures and trim.

Crater ejecta from explosions in contact with the ground surface may

constitute a debris hazard to exposed persons. Henny and Carlson18 found

that the maximum range of such missiles from test explosions appears to

scale as the 0.4 power of explosive weight and that the distances so scaled

have the values 70 and 30 ft/lb 0 . 4 (29.2 and 12.5 m/kg 0 "4 ) for rock and soil

media. respectively.

iBased on an exposed area of 0.58 m2 for a standing man, Richmond 1 3

extended Henny and Carlson's results for crater ejecta number density as

a function of distance to obtain curves of 1 percent and 30 percent proba-

bility of a strike by one or more such missiles, as functions of distance.

A relationship similar to Lhat given in the preceding section for the strike

probability as a function of primary fragment number density was used.

The resulting quantity-distance curves are given in Figure 5, taken from

Richmond. 1;
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